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Personal dataPersonal data

Name: N.E. Fokma
Address: Erik de Roodestraat 1, 2 hoog
Post code: 1056 AJ
Residence: Amsterdam
Date of birth: 28 mei 1961
Nationality: Dutch
Telephone: +3120-6121106 
E-mail:  nynke.fokma@gmail.com
 

EducationEducation

HBO Applied mathematics, degree in 1994
HBO Pedagogic Didactic Degree, achieved in 1994
WO Information Technology (Computer science, systems 

architecture), University of Amsterdam, degree in 1991
WO Biology (Biophysics), University of Amsterdam, 

bachelors degree in 1985  
VWO Graduation in 1980

Additional education Additional education 

•• Boscop, Blossin, Open Space on Open Space, 2006
•• Canada, Appreciative Inquiry, 2002
•• Canada, The Art of Focused Conversation, 2002

•• Satir Systems (Satir Institute of the South East), Chapel 
Hill, NC, Practitioner Program (Organizational 
Development), 2002

•• Weinberg & Weinberg, New Mexico, System 
Effectiveness Management, 1999

•• Bell Labs LPC, Patterns workshop, 1998
•• Weinberg & Weinberg, New Mexico, cursus Congruent 

Change Shop, 1998
•• Bell Labs SARB, workshop Telecom Architectures, 1997
•• Weinberg & Weinberg, Colorado, workshop Problem 

Solving Leadership, 1996



Relevant professional experienceRelevant professional experience

2000 - present Moebius, Amsterdam
Owner/consultant

As owner of this company I do all the tasks, and more. 
Running the business and financial side, and of course 
the marketing and services themselves. The 
independence and happy customers are what make this 
work so attractive to me. In this professional setting I 
am co-founder and co-organiser of events such as Agile 
Open and Consultants Camp Europe, and co-founder of 
Wyrdweb and Satir Workshops.

2003 - 2005 InterRaven Inc., Palo Alto, Californië, VS
Co-Founder and CSO

Because InterRaven was young and developing on 
angel funds, I took on responsibility for many different 
business tasks. Eventually I was going to lead labs 
responsible for developing new products with regard to 
network tools. The company did not get off the ground 
due to lack of finding fitting VC, but the experience was 
rich in learnings that I took home with me. 

1985 - 2004 Kluwer Technische Tijdschriften , Deventer e.a.
Freelance IT journalist

As journalist I wrote about architectural developments 
and new technologies that appeared in the  IT R&D 
industry. The satisfaction came from recognising old 
patterns and learning some new ones, and the 
combination of inductive and deductive reasoning that 
was required was interesting. I received a lot of 
feedback from readers and editor, and an 
acknowledgement (with dinner) from the magazine for 
helping it's contents to become more professional and 
diverse. 

1997 - 2000 Bell Labs, Naperville (VS) en Lucent, Huizen
Systems Architect

As staff member of the Systems Architecture Review 
Board I taught in the LPC RT Telecommunication 
System Architecture workshop (security and reliability 
sections) and co-designed and rolled out retrospective 
services within the global organization. In a 
geographically globally distributed development effort I 
created a test strategy and received a High 
Performance Award for “Global Growth Mindset, Results 
Focused and Obsessed with Customers & about 
Competitors” from my US architect peers. In the EMEA 
Optical Networking Business Unit I facilitated 
introducing effective process improvement and problem 
solving tools and techniques. 



1995 - 1997 QC Technology, Zaandam
Systems architect

My work for QC consisted of maintaining the integrity of 
the architectures, writing documents and funding 
reports, and advising customers on security solutions. I 
took part in a by QC developed contactless card system 
that is functioning in the English public transport 
market. In a multi-site Java Card development project I 
worked on improving product information flow 
(communication) – On June 1996 IP rights and prototype 
implementations of the Java Card technology were 
transferred to Integrity Arts. I continued on to assist 
technology transfer and further development at 
Integrity Arts. On September 22, 1997, IA was acquired 
by Sun Microsystems.  

1995 Sykes Enterprises Inc., Amsterdam
System administrator

Reporting to the Sykes COO for Europe directly, my 
responsibilities were maintaining and growing the 
telephone network and Netware PC network, 
administering PC’s, phones, network servers, routers, 
and Northern Telecom PBX and MAX with attached 
management servers. This was a position where I could 
challenge myself to make my threshold for users as low 
as I could. I also developed buy-in for a healthy security 
policy by teaching Unix and security & privacy issues.  

LanguagesLanguages
Dutch: spoken: excellent; written: excellent
English: spoken: good; written: good
German: spoken: reasonable; written: reasonable

Protocols: TCP/IP, SDH, and SONET
Computer languages: Hex, Micro, Assembly (68xx(x)), Fortran, C, C++, ...

CompetenciesCompetencies
•• Communicative
•• Results oriented and precise
•• Leadership capacity
•• Independent team player
•• Inventive
•• Enterprising

More informationMore information

•• Zwadderneel: http://zwadderneel.wordpress.com

•• Serendipity: http://nynke.wordpress.com

•• Wyrdweb: http://www.wyrdweb.eu

http://www.wyrdweb.eu/
http://nynke.wordpress.com/
http://zwadderneel.wordpress.com/
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